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Drawing	a	Billion	Circles





100 circles : minute 

144,000 circles : day 

1,000,000,000 would take 6944 days 

19+ years with no sleep 





Where	does	1	billion	go	on	the	number	line?

0 1	
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Putting	Numbers	in	Perspective



One-to-One 
Correspondence	

Students can connect one number with one object and then 
count them with understanding. 

Counting The number of objects remains the same when they are 
rearranged spatially. 5 is 4&1 OR 3&2. 

Number 
Conservation 

Rote procedure of counting.  The meaning attached to 
counting is developed through one-to-one correspondence. 

Hierarchical 
Inclusion 

Numbers are nested inside of each other and that the 
number grows by one each count.  9 is inside 10 or 10 is the 

same as 9 + 1. 

Subitizing Understanding that the last number in your count sequence 
tells you how many are in the set you counted. 

Comparison Being able to visually recognize a quantity of 5 or less. 

Cardinality Being able to compare quantities by identifying which has 
more and which has less. 

 



NUMBER	SENSE	TRAJECTORY	

1. Cut	and	separate	all	the	headers	and	descriptors	

2. Match	the	header	to	the	correct	descriptor		

3. Place	them	in	order		

4. Explain	the	stage	and	what	student	thinking	would	
look	like	in	each	stage	(use	number,	pictures,	and/or	
words).

Kindergarten																																																																				2nd	Grade
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Be	the	teacher…







Subitizing	war:	one	card	is	flipped	over	and	the	first	player	to	say	
the	card	gets	to	keep	it	

More	or	less:	each	player	flips	over	a	cards	and	players	must	say	
the	number	on	the	card	that	is	MORE	or	LESS	

+/-	1	and	2:	one	card	is	flipped	over	and	players	must	say	the	
number	that	is	1	more	

Addition	war:	2	cards	flipped	over	and	students	must	say	the	sum	
of	the	2	cards	

Part-Whole-Head:	3	players	needed.	2	players	flip	over	a	card	and	
without	looking	at	it	they	place	it	on	their	forehead.		The	third	
player	says	the	sum	of	the	cards	and	each	player	tries	to	solve	for	
the	number	value	that	is	on	their	head.

PURPOSEFUL	WITH	DOT	CARDS





Geometric Subitizing



Hundreds and 0-99 Charts



Sounds of Imaging Numbers





Becoming	a	good	estimator	takes	practice	

What	are	you	currently	doing	to	promote	number	
sense	through	estimation	in	your	classroom?
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www.estimation.com



Estimation	Station





estimation	jar
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